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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. 1m Chaem's request for an order of retraction of the International Co-Prosecutor's 

("lCP") Rule 54 summary of his Final Submission ("lm Chaem Request" or 

"Request") I should be denied. The Request is premised on a misinterpretation of the 

Rules of the ECCC regarding the scope of a Closing Order and contradicts the position 

taken by 1m Chaem during the investigation. Additionally, the ICP's Rule 54 summary 

complies with the principle of confidentiality of investigations and is an objective 

summary of the ICP's Final Submission. 

II. SUBMISSION 

A. The 1m Chaem Request is based on a fundamental misunderstanding of ECCC 

procedure 

2. The applicable law section oflm Chael11's Request fails to provide any support for her 

argument regarding the scope of an indictment at the ECCC. 2 Rather, the Request 

repeats the erroneous position asserted in 1m Chaem's response to the ICP's Final 

Submission that the OCl] is bound by the contents of the in absentia charging 

document when deciding on the contents of the Closing Order in this case. 3 

3. 1m Chaem relies selectively upon an OCl] uecision frum Case 002 which merely 

reaffirms the applicability to the ECCC of the civil law practice that an individual 

cannot be indicted for factual allegations unless the investigating judge is validly seised 

of those facts by viliue of an introductory or supplementary submission. 4 More simply, 

an individual must know and have the opportunity to challenge the facts alleged against 

them during the investigation. 

D306 1m Chaem's Urgent Request for (I) a Retraction Order Against the International Co-Prosecutor's 
Summary of his Final Submission and (2) a Joint Public Statcment from the Co-Investigating Judges, 16 
December 2016. 
D306 1m Chaern Request, paras 12-15. 
D306 1m Chaem Request, paras 7, 25, referring to D304/6 1m Chaem's Response to the International Co
Prosecutor's Rule 66 Final Submission Against Her, 28 November 2016, paras 20-29 ("1m Chaem's Rule 
66 Response"). 
See e.g., French Code of Criminal Procedure, Article 80: "When facts that are not included in the 
introductory submission arc brought to the investigating judge's attention, (s)he must immediately 
eommunicate to the prosecutor the complaints or reports that record them. The prosecutor can then either 
request, through a supplementary submission, that the investigating judge investigate on these new facts, 
or request the opening of a different investigation, submit the case to the Judge [ ... ] or dismiss the case" 
(OCP unofficial translation), and Article 181: "The indictment order includes, failing whieh it would be 
void, the facts to which the accusation relates and their legal qualification, and specifies the identity of 
thl:: accused." (OCr unofficial translation). 
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4. 1m Chaem isolates and relies on a sentence in the Case 002 OClJ decision, taking it out 

of context and without reference to the authorities relied on therein, namely, that "the 

CO-Investigating Judges may not indict a person for facts in relation to which he or she 

has not first been charged".5 

5. The OClJ cites two examples of French law to support this proposition. The first 

declares that: 

Nul ne pOllvant litre juge, ni mis en accusation sans avail' ete entendu au 

dtl111ent appele, une illstruction ne doit pas are close et fa mise en 

accusation prononcee contre un inculpe, flU?l11e arrete postel'ieuremenl a fa 

date de l'ordonnallce de transmission de pieces au Procureur general, sans 

qu'il ait ete tnis en mesure de n':pondre aux incLi/patiolls et de produire ses 

justifications. 
6 

6. The second notes that: 

Lorsqu'lIl1 inculpe s'es! exp/ique sur Ie fond lars de sa premiere 

cumpanttion devanl Ie luge d'instrucliun if n 'est pas Junde d suulenir qu 'en 

l'absence d'interrogatoire ulterieur, if y a ell atteinte aux droits de fa 

defense. 7 

7. The immediately preceding sentence in the OClJ decision states that; "The Co

Investigating Judges have the obligation to make a decision, in the Closing Order, with 

rcspcct to cach of the facts of which they have been validly seised, either by issuing an 

indictment or dismissing the case". 8 

8. Thus, read in context, the OClJ decision relied on by 1m Chaem merely supports the 

proposition that an individual cannot be indicted for any facts that an investigating 

judge has not been seised of through an introductory or supplementary submission, as 

D304/6 1m Chaern's Rule 66 Response, para. 24 re(yillg on Case 002-DI98/1 Order Com:eming the Co
Prosecutors' Request for Clarifil:ation of Charges 20 November 2009, para. 10 ("Order on Request for 
Clarification of Charges"). 
Crirn 12 octobre 1972, BIIII crim no 286 ("As no person can be judged nor indicted without being heard 
or called, then the investigation cannot be closed and the indictment issued against the charged person, 
even ifhe was anestcd aftcr the date of the transmission of the cusc filc to thc Attorney General, ifhe has 
not been put in a position to rcspond to the charges and produce his defense.") (OCP unofficial 
translation) cited in Case 002-D 198/1 Order on Request for Clarification of Charges, fn. 15. 
Crim 6 novembre 1979, Bull crim no 306 ("Once the I:hargcd pcrson has given his explanation on the 
substance during his first appearance bcfore the investigating judgc, he is not legally allowed to submit 
that without a later intcrrogation, his defence rights would have been violated") (OCP ullofficial 
translation) cited ill D198/1 Order on Request for Clarification of Charges, fn. 15. 
Case 002-D198/1 Order on Request for Claritication of Charges, para. 10 (emphasis added). 
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necessary. In other words, an individual cannot be indicted for facts that are outside the 

scope of the introductory submission or any supplementary submissions. 

9. Indeed, the OCl] in the same decision further clarifies that "[c]harging is the process by 

which a person is notified of the potentially criminal nature of the acts under 

investigation. By definition, it consists in notifying the person of the acts and their legal 

characterisation as envisaged at this stage of the judicial investigation.,,9 The OCIl 

notes that this interpretation of charging is consistent with Cambodian and French 

criminal procedure, 10 with the French Code of Criminal Procedure providing that "[t]he 

investigating judge confirms the person's identity and expressly informs him of each of 

the charges of which he is seised and for which placement under judicial examination is 

contemplated, specifying their legal qualification.,,11 

10. Contrary to 1m Chaem's assertion, the final decision as to whether facts alleged in an 

introductory and any supplementary submission are indictable is made by the OCIJ at 

the Closing Order stage and not at the so-called "charging" stage - a procedural 

formality in order to provide an individual with details of the allegations made against 

them and provide them access to the case file. 12 1m Chaem's position in her response to 

the Final Submission, in her request to prevent the lCP from issuing a redacted Rule 54 

summary and thc current 1m Chacm Request arc thus all prcmised on an incorrect 

interpretation of a sentence in an Oel] decision - divorced of the meaning provided by 

the rest of the decision and the authorities relied upon therein. 

1l. Additionally, this position is at odds with 1m Chaem's approach during the OCIJ's 

investigation. For example, 1m Chaem noted - after the filing of the lCP's introductory 

submission and supplementary submissions and before the charging document - that 

she had the "de facto position as a Charged Person, rather than her theoretical status as 

a Suspect only.,,13 Till Chaem relied on French law, asserting that "a person named in an 

introductory submission [is] automatically considered as charged". 14 1m Chaem further 

supported this claim that she was effectively a "charged person" as a result of the lCP's 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

Case 002-D 198/1 Order on Request for Clarification of Charges, fn. 10. 
Case 002-D198/1 Order on Request for Clarification of Charges, fh. 10. 
French Code of Criminal Procedure, Article 116 (OCP unofficinl translation) within the section entitled 
"Interrogations and Confrontations". 
See D201l1 ICU's Response to 1m Chaem's Motion Requesting Order for Access to the Case File, 26 
June 2014. 
D201 1m Chaem's Motion Requesting Order for Access to the Case File, 21 May 2014, para. 11. See 
also, para. 15. (HIm Chaem Request for Access to Case File"). 
D201Im Chaem Request for Access to Case File, para. 14. 
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introductory submission by relying. on the definition of a charged person under the 

glossary of the Rules, namely "a charged person [is] any person 'subject to prosecution' 

during the period between the Introductory Submission and Indictment or dismissal of a 

case",15 with 1m Chaem declaring that there was "no doubt that [I am] subject to 

prosecution". 16 

12. Subsequently, the lCP's submissions on whether 1m Chaem was amongst those who 

were senior or most responsible documented allegations contained in the introductory 

submission that were not expressly listed in the in absentia charging document. 171m 

Chaem's response specifically addressed these allegations and did not make any claim 

that they were outside the permissible scope of factual allegations at issue. IS 

13. I , I ':1 "I . '!')I 'I I 111, ",ll;i . ,II j II I I, 

, I I, I I \ ! . I I : • I! ': ::, I I IIi 'I! Ii: I I \ 'r ,'I If' ' I I ~\' I i I~:' I I I .:!. L, 1 I 

\: I', 1 '1" '.11 'j I' I"~ ' . ':"" 'r . ~1~"! "'I ;\ '.1' II' 111:~"1 ,",l" ~il'_'; '111 I' 'I, I' ' 

I ! ,;, i I r I ~'" I. I .. I I' :' I ' I , I ',"\ I' I ' I . I I' I I I I. I I I I i ~ "" .' • • • ' I, I; . I ' I ' , 

: ' ~" 1 1, . I ! ~ I I, I .:: I ' I 1, I ,! I \ I I !",' 11 I .:' i. . i I I ' I I I : ' • ,I 

14. 1m Chaem's current strained interpretation of ECCC procedure would lead to absurd 

results: the Co-Prosecutors would never be allowed to be heard on allegations within 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

D201l2 Supplemental Arguments to 1m Chaem's Motion Requesting Order for Access to the Case File, 
14 November 2014, para. 21. 
D201l2 Supplemental Arguments to 1m Chaem's Motion Requesting Order for Access to the Case File, 
14 November 2014, para. 21. 
D2S1IS Submission on whether 1m Chaem should be Considered a "Senior Leader" or Among "Those 
who were Most Responsible" for the Crimes Committed in Democratic Kampuchea, 21 September 2015, 
paras 29, 34, 36,40, see also fn. 87. 
D2SIIS/3 1m Chaem's Response To The International Co-Prosecutor's Submission On Whether She 
Should Be Considen.xl A "Senior Leader" Or Among "TllO~e Who Were Most Responsible, 9 November 
2015, paras. 12,20. 
D283 1m Chacm's Rcqucst for Disclosure of Unrcdaeted Case 002 Transcripts and Related Documents 
Relevant to her, 15 December 2015, para. 2 ("Im Chaem's Rcquest for Case 002 Transcripts"). 
D283 Im Chaem's Request for Case 002 Transcripts, para. 3. 
D283 1m Chaem's Request for Case 002 Transcripts, para. 10. 
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the initial or supplementary submissions if those allegations had not been charged 

before the Rule 66 notice. 1m Chaem's reading of ECCC procedure - at odds with her 

own previous declarations - is wrong. Throughout the investigation 1m Chaem has 

clearly understood that the OCIJ is under an obligation to investigate all of the factual 

allegations in the initial and supplementary submissions and that the allegations against 

her relevant to a possihle indictment were those contained in the introductory and 

supplementary submissions and were not confined to those enumerated in the in 

absentia charging document. Im Chaem's defence team has repeatedly acted to 

preserve her interests in regards to such allegations, exercising her right to challenge 

evidence relating to allegations contained in the introductory submission that were not 

included in the ill ab:.,·elltia charging document. She was on notice and clearly 

understood that all of these facts remain part of the investigation until a final Closing 

Order is issued. 

B. The ICP's Rule 54 summary does not violate the principle of confidentiality of 

investigations 

15. 1m Chaem's assertion that the Rule 54 summary breaches confidentiality as it amounts 

to an "analysis of the materials contained in Case File 004/0 I [ ... ] which directly 

relates to the substance of the ongoing judicial investigation" is misleading?Z The rcP's 

closing submission presents the lCP's analysis of the evidence and its import in regards 

to 1m Chaem's criminal responsibility. Therefore, the lCP's Rule 54 summary is 

inevitably intended to reflect those views. The lCP's Rule 54 summary of his final 

submission for 1m Chaem is an overall assessment of the evidence on the Case File and 

does not refer to or reveal the details of any specific items of evidence and names no 

witnesses. The summary does not affect the integrity of the investigation in this case 

which closed on 18 December 2015. 23 Nor does it contain any confidential information 

that prejudices the rights of any party. 

C. The ICP's Rule 54 summary is an objective summary within the meaning of the 

Rules and does not breach the presumption of innocence 

16. 1m Chaem relies on a Case 003 decision which is irrelevant in the circumstances. 1m 

Chaem misquotes the decision - which states that the rcp is not pennitted to publicly 

22 D306 1m Chaem Request, para. 21. 
23 D285 Notice of Conclusion of Judicial Investigation against 1m Chacm, 18 December 2015. 
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express an opinion regarding the conduct of investigations by the OCl]. 24 The decision 

does not stand for the proposition that the Iep is prohibited from providing his 

assessment of the evidence and the legal qualification it should attract through a 

summary of the contents of his Final Submission.25 

l7. The ICP's Rule 54 summary plainly states that "1m Chaem retains the presumption of 

innocence which is only lifted if and when guilt is established at trial and through 

appeal" .26 Despite this, the ICP's Rule 54 summary twice noting that the summary did 

not represent the views of the Defence or OCl] and that it was up to the OCl] to make 

its own detem1ination of the evidence,27 as well as the heading in the summary clearly 

noting "International Co-Prosecutor's Suhmissions",2R IIll Chaem improhably asserts 

that "none of the strongest allegations against Ms. 1M Chaem are directly preceded by a 

cautionary caveat indicating that ollly the International Co-Prosecutor's view is being 
~9 

expressed".~ 

18. 1m Chaem refers to "irreversible consequences" and "prejudice" occasioned by the 

lCP's Rule 54 summary but fails to describe a single actual or even expected result 

thereof. 30 The incongruence of this statement is demonstrated by the fact that 1m Chaem 

has provided numerous publicly available interviews to DC-Cam und other outlets in 

which she makes variolls admissions regarding her involvement and role in the Khmer 

ROllge. 31 1m Chaem's repetition of unsuPP0l1ed claims 32 regarding risks to her personal 

security are similarly irrelevant. 33 Without explanation, 1m Chaem claims that public 

interviews she has previously given somehow contribute to the current claimed security 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

Compare Case 003-D14 Order on International Co-Prosecutor's Public Statement Regarding Case File 
003, 18 May 2011, para. 4: "Pursuant to [Rule 54], the International Co-Prosecutor was only entitled to 
give a summary of his Case 003 Submission, and not to express publicly his opinion about 'crimes 
required to be judicially investigated', which by ddinition (Rule 55.1) arc investigations by the Co
Investigating Judges" alld D306 1m Chaem Request, para. 18: "In Case 003, the Co-Investigating Judges 
recalled that Internal Rule 54 only entitles the International Co-Prosecutor 'to give a summary of his ... 
Submission, and not to express publicly his opinion'." 
See Case 003-D14/1/3 Considerations of the Pre-Trial Chamber Regarding the International Co
Prosecutor's Appeal Against the Co-Investigating Judges' Order on International Co-Prosecutor's Public 
Statement Regarding Case 003, 24 Octobl:r 20 II, pants 24, 31. 
Statement by the Office of the Co-Prosecutors on Case 004/0 I, 6 December 2016, p. 1 ("OCP Rule 54 
Summary") . 
OCP Rule 54 Summary, p 1,3,4. 
ocr Rule 54 Summary, p. 2. 
D306 1m Chacm Request, para. 24 (original emphasis). 
D306 1m Chaell1 Request, paras 3, 24. 
See D304/2 International Co-Prosecutor's Rule 66 Final Submission Against [m Chaem, 27 October 
2016, paras 60, 95-100,103-105,110-112,118,125,129-130,140, 148,153-154,174-175,184,187. 
D304/3 Im Chaem's Letter to the Co-Investigating Judges on the Filing of a Public Redacted Version of 
the Co-Prosecutors' Final Submission, 31 October 2016. 
D306 1m Chacl11 Request, para. 26. 
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risk as a result of the rcp's Rule 54 summary.34 The Request further refers to the 

"publication of various photographs of Ms. lM Chaem in the public sphere" to support 

that the personal security risk against her is "real,,35 - discounting that her photograph 

has been posted publically on the ECCC website since 2015. 36 

19. Contrary to 1m Chaem's claim that the 1CP's "remarks negatively portray Ms. 1M 

Chaem",37 it is the voluminous evidence collected by the OCIJ - as sllmmarised in the 

1CP's Rule 54 summary - that documents the scale of criminal responsibility which 

should be attributed to her. 

III. CONCLUSION 

20. On the basis of the foregoing, the ICP requests that the 1m Chaem Request be denied. 

The rcp does not oppose the 1m Chaem Request and this response being made public 

after necessary redactions are made. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Date Name 

29 December 2016 Nicholas KOUMJlAN 
International Co-Prosecutor 

D3061m Chaem Request, para. 27. 
D306 1m Chaem Request, para. 27. 
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34 

35 

36 

37 
See, https:llwww.eecc.gov.kh/cn/chargcd-pcrson/im-chacm. 
D306 1m Chaem Request, para. 24. 
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